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Eulogy Given by Patrick Quinn in Memory of Joe Gorleski
When the
Loretto Chapel
in Santa Fe,
New Mexico
was completed
in 1878, the
builders left no
way to access
the choir loft,
some 22 feet
above the
Many were
brought in
one after another concluded that only
loft, as a staircase would take up too

2. A focus on goals and creative
creative and talented; he was driven,
he was focused, and preferred to work

determination.

perhaps the most common attribute

had a laser- like focus on anything he
everything had to be in his particular

pushed us to search for the real truth in
who he was and in what he expected of

beautifully framed pieces of art that
have been displayed publically with
the help of his staff at a local art gallery,
and other pieces on the walls of the

personally attest to that, as can some of
but his own sense of self-worth towered

“determination’ mentioned here, just
daily cafeteria work duties Monday

Legend says that the sisters of the
chapel, dismayed by this problem,
whisper to you, smile and hold your
novena, a man appeared at the chapel
with a donkey and a toolbox, looking

of us can say that about ourselves for any
sustained length of time?

circular staircase was complete- and the
mysterious man disappeared, without

of all of his trades, and he mastered all

itself is a marvel- it is known as the

some uncanny parallels and undeniable

two 360 degree circular turns, but no

Consider these personality traits you can

contain no nails- only smooth wooden

his name:

today and it has been the subject of

Number 1 .People named Joseph tend to
initiate events, lead rather than follow, and
have powerful personalities

the sisters, and countless faithful others

You’ll consider this story as we honor

he wanted, and staked his claim in any

more – after having been with us for
years as a grown man, and this proud
witnessed it- with the two of them, in

(Continued on page 8)
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President’s Message
thankful for all the blessings we have in this

We were also able to listen to presentations from staff on all
with all who worked on their presentations, giving us insight

sure to watch for major announcements in the upcoming

holiday season and a very happy new year!
Sincerely,
Ken Doolittle, President

Exec’s Corner
have the best New Year ever!
One November 24, 2014 the formal name

events are planned and we will be conducting a capital drive
Most of you have probably heard the name “Robert

has kicked off the campaign with a very sizeable gift to get

at his death, covered with the most severe case of scabies

many board members, family members, interested parties,
volunteers and staff conducted a memorial service on his
whose main purpose is to serve the needs of people with
Speaking of being proud, we are delighted to announce that

diligence in monitoring the campaign to its successful

Congratulations go out to Sara Wolff for all of her hard

Respectfully,
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suffered tremendously at the hands of
justice for those who cannot defend
Vulgar details
“We all want to have a voice, we all
miserable life and death so many times,

was the landlord of the house where

Woodruff, who is also a member of

Weighed 69 pounds when he died, his
tried to revive him, his mother’s chief

because his family saw more in him

she still collect $1,042 in monthly state
ceremony lamented that it looked like

(Continued on page 6)

The Arc Recreation Gives Back!
with red, white and blue stars and
Our recreation programs are driven

September meetings our participants
wanted to do something for our

participant attending the dance
was asked to bring a gift for our
fantastic, we collected 2 large boxes
donations were given to the local

November recreation programs to
packages along with art projects our
Vets need, so at our November 14th

Annual Retreat

Pictured: Alan Hughes, Foundation
Board President; Ken Doolittle, Arc
Board President; Corolla Sawka,

Broderick, Executive Director.

recreation program each participant

holiday music as we danced and sang
Christmas carols together throughout

Trios
Christmas Village
the Verni Family
and everyone at
put together
such a beautiful
so grateful for all
the support we

Don Broderick.

PNC Grant

Pictured: Peter Danchak, President
PNC Bank; Don Broderick, Arc
Executive Director

received a grant from the PNC
Foundation in the amount
a Community Residential

letter detailing the needs of
the project is printed in this
Our sincerest gratitude goes
to PNC Foundation for their

Night At The
Races

Tid Bits Around The Arc...
Arc Update
a tour of day program and were
chairperson and has kicked off the
to begin improvements to one of the

Riverside West, Sumner and Whittier

met with us to discuss how he could
assist even more and also suggested
having an opening kick-off recep-

continue to educate area youth on
understanding acceptance and re-

Races was held on November

Representative Sid Michaels
Kavulich was the emcee who
assisted in making the evening
while the committee worked

are very excited about this upcoming year and are looking forward to
many different events we are plan-

Party with cider, donuts, candy

Foundation!

was magical and everyone laughed

Very recently, we updated the sign
at the end of the building and had
one secured to the back of the buildhad their Cookie Walk and a small

their time, effort and hard work
fund raiser!

Mikayla Inclusion
Assembly in
Scranton with
Senator Casey
Senator Casey was the guest reader
-

joined them for a luncheon and
check presentation at Mohegan Sun

are one of the organizations to be

Auxiliary Information

people stay and enjoyed the “Sounds
chestrated musical entertainment was
really enjoyed and helps everyone get
-

Arc Auxiliary’s
Education Program
Scranton elementary school to help

Sara Wolff

Pictured: Jeanne Gardier; Bill Burke; Kim

Sara Wolff presenting
her messages on:
eliminating the R-word,
acceptance and antibullying at a local

CHRIS KELLY: Doing right for a man done wrong
(Continued from page 3)
and a brother,
An obituary
but here goes:
March 20, 2013, after at least two
years of unimaginable abuse from
people who were supposed to love

who was 29
We don’t
know what
Robert liked,
what made
him happy,
what he
dreamed
about or
only pictures of him appear to be

against her mother and sister and
was sentenced to six to 23 months

Northeastern Pennsylvania in

columnist, thanks the Arc for doing
the work Isaiah was talking about.

of the small crowd who gathered
around Robert’s memorial ever

Robert was preceded in death by his

“Appealing” to “PEAL”
service domains; consisting mostly of
unintelligible acronyms! No wonder
the calls for help are many!
parents of children with disabilities
extending themselves to aid other
parents with important information
last, it has come to pass due to

we all know, the need for advocacy
especially; educational advocacy

From the moment a child is
are thrown into a world of new
systems that are unfamiliar,

to advancing inclusive practices
promises to concentrate on young
adults self determination skills
to encourage informed decision
making in their community living,
post secondary education and

Parent Education &
Education Advocacy
Leadership Center
1-866-950-4404 toll free

SAVE THE DATE!
8th Annual
Inclusive Communities Conference

“Common Ground:
Creating a Community
Where we ALL Belong”
Wednesday

pile on layers of the foreign
language that professionals speak in
the medical, educational and social

to, not only expand, but to take on

Where’s
Margaret Ann?

Let’s play a game of “Where’s
were very popular this year and
many thanks goes out to all the
volunteers who helped in so many
ways and to all the buyers of the

a big part of this success is the
plants are awesome and a special
thank you to all of you at Corky’s

One word - POINSETTIAS!
We sold over 700 and are
gaining popularity once again.
This year in particular, I couldn’t
keep them in stock.
Thank you for your support.

Foundation
Overview
8th, at Scranton
committee chairs
met to begin the
planning process and go over
looking forward to the new
venue and seeing what other
surprises might be in store to
help with the celebration!

A Tribute to Joseph Gorleski
(Continued from page 1)

styles to shape our approach to any

sometimes aggressive
disagreement, at least we know we
world doesn’t understand what you’re
asking, doesn’t it stand to reason that
you stand your ground and demand

the evening of last September 3rd,

to his terminal illness while in hospice
Mike paid respects and agreed to visit
who was then in the powerful grips of
his devastating confusing condition-

something no one can explain, and
it doesn’t have to be a miraculous

about walking a mile in one another’s

kisses he blew were genuine- and they
treasures in the breeze, and he tracked

affectionate dance to see each delivery

confusion at the same time as his

hear nails being pounded in something
you’re building, like your commitment

and as smooth as those proverbial
wooden pegs that sustain all your

he loved being the important guy in
Properties Manager and handyman
extraordinaire, who caved in to any

of, ability or disability, must exercise
some level of control of our own
environment, and the absence of

colleagues in the loss of those we have
served and to those we have had the
privilege to love and to be loved back,
to harness their gifts, lessons, and what

and those who overcome adversity-

own thoughts about the roadmap
going forward in our work, as scripted

to keep your heavenly watch toward
all that we do, so that we do our best,
and that we continue to strive to

things:

mysterious nature of those we are

situation prompts us to develop coping

The Arc Responds and the Employee Drive Group
purchased and several holidays will
be brighter because of everyone’s

more steps before proceeding to get
of people who may not receive a

of newt, toe of frog will be coming
We will be meeting to discuss the

Carbon County’s Holiday Party
County folks gathered together at

served with smiles, soft holiday
music playing and chattering with

in red entered the party with gifts
We ended the day dancing to Silent
Night and wishing each other

the lighted arches you saw the room
was trimmed with white lights,
red bows, wreaths and a beautiful

who danced with our friends that
the Legion added the cheer by

thankful for your family and friends
and to create lasting memories!

You could hear jingle bells ringing

Carbon Staff being so caring

you could not help feel the warmth

hugs, a welcome from me and

Daniel O’Brien Lakeland Homecoming
court and escorted a girl onto the
On Saturday he was crowned

be on the court and then the kids
voted from the boys on the court
be thrilled because he still talks

at Lakeland are really great kids!

Knights of Columbus
to our organization for over 30 years
wonderful group and are very pleased
with all the support from Lackawanna

Celebrating birthdays,
anniversaries, special events are
all beautiful moments
Remembering your loved ones,
friends, neighbors, co-workers
is a wonderful way to let them
know how much you care
and that you are thinking of

donation along with the name

Representatives from Area Councils and Assemblies

we will send a pre-printed card
to the honorees, letting them
know that a donation was made
in their name and who sent the

We also have a Memorial
Program which sends your
sympathy and condolences
We are here to assist you in

Arc Knight Committee

The Arc’s Holiday Party!
their children loved being at the park

joined the festivities and began to dance
around! Later we sang “Oh Christmas
Men and 3 Nutcrackers danced around

to honor our 60 years with lots of surprises
recreation employees returned to be a

that the founding parents were meeting
at Robinson Park to discuss how their

bringing your holiday spirit!
were dancing as Rudolph Mari and the
recreation reindeers
Carrie, Kiersey and
Kathleen entered
the room pulling a
sleigh to the tune of
“Rudolph the Red
sounds of singing

progressed 4 Frosty
the Snowmen

Leave a Legacy – Estate Giving Program
Remembering…

We appreciate your kindness you

community members and friends have
passed on a legacy of commitment to

forward today and throughout the
year, we also need to be remembered

Building…
Looking toward tomorrow may often
continue the mission and grow with
the needs of the children and adults

generosity, we can continue offering
the services to the individuals who
explore a method of giving that
is right for you, please feel free to
contact us and we will be happy to
or legal advice, please consult with an

Leaving a Legacy…
ensuring a bright future for the
giving allows for a variety of ways for
individuals to choose the support most
appropriate for planning their legacy:
Outright cash gifts, designated life

that visited Santa was presented a candy
cane and a gift to remind them of a

with crystals and bling, but as we all
know it is not about the decorations or
the presents received it is about the inner

simplest things, not the great occasion–

Donate Your
Vehicle
An Easy Way to Turn
Cars into Cash for Charity
accepts all cars, trucks, motorcycles,
RVs, regardless of the condition of
vehicle, please click on the link on
you will need to do is provide the
year, make and model of a vehicle,
the general condition, the vehicle
number and
the title of
the vehicle
of the must
be available for
information purposes
vehicles that are
donated to our program must have
of Northeastern Pennsylvania as the
chapter to receive the proceeds of

Donating is easy!
It may be tax-deductible.

115 Meadow Avenue
Scranton, PA 18505

VISIT US AT:
www.thearcnepa.org
Find us on Facebook

Sign
Up!
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